
FT Planning Commission Agenda March 8th, 2021 – Conducted by ZOOM, as noticed at the
township website

Call to Order Pledge of Allegiance / Pass until next onsite meeting Review and Approval of
February Minutes  Ed second

Present: All planning commissioners [Mark, Amy, Beth, Clara, Ben, Ed, Ryan, Kristen; Kate and
Claire from MSA; and public – see minutes]

Item 1. Public Hearing / Comments Roper Trust, — Submitted request to amend existing IUP:

a.) Construction of new bathhouse (with accessible toilet)

b.) To increase number of attendees at off road vehicle events and camping, to allow up to 200
off road vehicles and 400 people at each event.

Confirmation of Notice: Neighbors within one mile were notified by mail by the clerk, and
notice in paper and on website were timely posted in accordance with requirements.

Staff report: Kate shares her staff report on line with 4 options for action

1. Approve IUP as presented
2. Close the public hearing and table request to to allow for site visit, additional information

on parking, grading and stormwater plans
3. Deny the expansion and recommend denial - and keep the current IUP
4. Modify conditions and recommend approval with modifications, alterations, additional

conditions

She reviews the existing conditions using the chart she prepared (attached) with staff review for
and comments. Claire has done analysis on whether this proposal will ‘fit’ on the site. It is tight.
Mark also has prepared an analysis for the 200 truck scenario.

Kate’s presentation and the PC discussion is recorded, along with the public hearing.

Trails analysis: Claire did an aerial analysis of the trails and a parking analysis using the aerial
from 2 flyovers, done by the county, in 2018 and 2020. These were compared with the trail map
overlay. It was confirmed that there were no changes to the trail. No expansion of the trails is a
condition of the  conditional use permits.

Parking analysis: Though there is limited knowledge of where people usually park, the parking
analysis assumed truck and trailers, @9 x 30, to fit along the roadways. Ropers confirm that all
parking is on their property.

Trail use intensity analysis (Mark), comparing 100 and 200 trucks using 31,680 feet as the
length of the trail system. Description: The trail is in the heavily wooded part of the property, in
the bluffs. The trail is 80-90 acres of the property, @6 miles.



● Analysis for 100 vehicles on the trails at one time -- 316 feet apart;
● 158 ft apart for 200 vehicles.
● 10 miles/hr limit takes you 880 feet in 1 minute = 21 seconds apart at 100 vehicles;
● at 200 vehicles 10 seconds apart.

We need to understand how the trucks are spaced and monitored on the trails. Ropers reply
that they are sent out in 3’s on the trail. It is not clear how many trips each vehicle takes during
the 3 day event period, or how it is monitored. It was clarified that the event is attended and run
by several ‘Clubs’, affiliated with the Roper family. Ropers charge the clubs so much per truck
as a maintenance fee for the trails. They don’t know how much the clubs charge. [Mark’s
analysis was distributed to PC members prior to the hearing, as presented here]

Is it a business? The question of whether or not this is a business venture was discussed. This
was a major consideration in the township’s granting of the original IUP, for several reasons:

● For their initial IUP, Ropers represented this as a family and friends event that has
been ongoing for decades. Their reason for the original application was to allow it to
continue legally, with relevant oversight. This is still their position. This representation is
the basis upon which the township granted the 2019 IUP. This fact was affirmed in the
PC discussion, and by Ropers.

● The township has not allowed motorized event venues in the past and did not want
to set a precedent by granting Ropers a commercial motorized event venue. This was
confirmed in PC member discussion and testimony, and in documentation of the Land
Use subcommittee review of 2019 provided to the chair and distributed to the PC,
including a draft findings from Land Use.

● If there are ticketed charges, the township’s Large Event Ordinance would apply.
https://florencetwp.org/download/87/additional-files/1172/large_assemblies-approved.pdf

PUBLIC HEARING record (also see recording):

Motion - Mark, to open for public comments. Amy seconds. @6:35

1. Laura Stemper - we are property owners by the bridge. 80 acres of woodland. We are
worried about the roads, they are already washboarded, and by the bridge, we get big
potholes.

2. Rick Ellingson - property across the road from the Ropers. Back in 2019, the conditions
say that there is no camping. And there is camping out here. They never enforced the
conditional use permit, so what will be enforced now. 4 day weekends? People hot
rodding around all weekend. Now you have 7 events a year. And how many weddings
are you going to have? They (cars) are sitting in the road waiting to get in there. How
would you like all this going by your place, every weekend in the summertime. The more
concern there is, the bigger you people try to make it.

https://florencetwp.org/download/87/additional-files/1172/large_assemblies-approved.pdf


3. Louanne Ludwig (James L. and Louanne Brooks Trust) on bluff above Ropers - I wrote
in opposition. I am an adjacent property owner. My gravest concerns are environmental,
the degradation of the bluffland -- which I think is horrendous. How can you deny any
future requests from other residents.  You are setting a precedent. I ask that you set up
some kind of a schedule to visit the site, on more than one occasion during the
upcoming season so you can observe the event, and impact on the landscape.

One of the requirements is that no event shall be held within 24 hours after a significant
rain event. What is that? What is a significant rain event? Rain does play a role there.
SWCD has raised this. Who is going to oversee Condition 10? A trail maintenance and
erosion control plan with SWCD. If this is not the purview of the SWCD, what happens?

What insurance is required? What is the plan and what are the requirements. I would like
to make that request, for visiting the site. And that at this point in time.

Chat record: From Louanne to Everyone:  07:06 PM

It sounds like all one has to do to be able to participate in the use of the site is to
become a member of a club. That goes way beyond "friends and family." I was NEVER
contacted prior to the first RUP request, although they alleged they got petition
signatures from neighbors and no one had concerns.

What kind of insurance do they have? They have had a tragedy there. What if it were not
a family member, what would have happened. (Roper’s confirm that they have event
insurance, that each person riding has their own insurance as well)

4. Letter from Jim and Marsha Sprout - Amy reads into the record -  adjacent property. See
attachment.  Summary of concerns:

● Wear and tear on the road
● Safety concerns
● Increased noise levels
● Concern that they are asking for increased hours of operation or allowed days.
We don’t want a Spring Creek motor club in our neighborhood

5. Mark Ryan -- married to one of the Schmidt girls, Laura’s sister. Of the 4 options, we support
denial of application, or tabling for further study:

● Need to clarify what 200 vehicles means, is that all vehicles on site
● Should submit a site plan for how they are going to use the property - parking,
ingress and egress for safety and emergency vehicles.
● Onus is on the petitioners to put this together.
● Environmental concerns for the property on that site, and entirety of area: the noise
is not fitting to rural agricultural setting; motor fluids associated with the vehicles, spills.
What precautions are in place to protect from runoff into the stream?
● This requires more thought based on what we have seen and heard today



Kevin speaking for the applicant - Ropers - Appreciate the concerns we hear here. Is
raising the number of vehicles the issue or are they asking to have it shut down? We
keep grass buffers, and erosion - are there specific places? Trucks have spill kits. They
have worked with offroad outfits, they are working with DNR. They (Ropers) want to pass
the property onto the next generation too. It's not every weekend. And there should not
be any vehicles parked on the road. We try to correct problems as they arise.

PLANNING COMMISSION DISCUSSION (in public hearing):

Ed Hruska (PC member). Did you see the conditions in the staff report Kevin? There are 22
now, instead of 18. Did you see that? (Note: Ropers have not received the paperwork on this)

Kate: This is up to the township. We are in the public participation part. So what we can do to
answer questions from a staff perspective, as well as an applicant perspective. Then one of the
options is to amend the conditions. There are some options in the analysis of the conditions.
How many people and vehicles on site are a good fit for Florence Township? Should there be an
annual review. The township could establish a standard and have it monitored by an expert. As
well as any other concerns expressed at the public hearing.

Ed Hruska. Inquiry of neighbors as to observation of speed limit being breached. Trail is not
visible off the property (Amy)

Mark: Everyone needs to realize we have 2 applications originally. One was for a wedding
venue. The other is for a trail riding event and camping. These cannot take place at the same
time. The wedding venue is a business. Is that correct? Yes. They file the taxes. They say they
don’t want it run as a business, they are just putting the money back into the land. It is not open
to the public. It is run by Clubs?

Kevin: They bring people down, and we tell them what we need per truck. We don’t know
anything about what they charge.

Discussion of ISSUES raised (in public hearing)

Campground usage - Goodhue approved camping only during the event, in conditions.

Kate: Heather Fluger provides temporary camping permits that don’t trigger the guidelines that
Florence Township had for this IUP. However as part of the wedding event IUP,  Florence put
into place the following condition #9 accessory use for overnight camping for events on the sites
is only allowed in accordance with local and state regulations.

There are multi-jurisdictional regulations at play, in addition to Florence Township

1. Goodhue County
2. MN Dept. Health (regulates 5 sites or more)
3. MNDot
4. DNR



Large Event Ordinance - Comment:  FT has a large event ordinance, that should be relevant
to this property and its events. Camping is not allowed. How did this ever happen?

Amy: That ordinance only applies to events that charge tickets

Insurance question - Kevin: They (Ropers) have Muste Barnhardt for motor event insurance.
People also have to have their insurance on their trucks.

Mark: Can we add that to conditions?

Kate: This is a struggle with any business operation outside of our expertise. It is difficult to
enforce regulations that would be covered by responsible business practices, “all licensure and
permits” is the language in the conditions that would cover this. We don’t know what the best
practices are for this kind of complex event.

Commercial Recreational - Concern expressed by PC member (KET) that our IUP
documentation applies the term “Commercial Recreational” to the use.

Kate:  Florence Township uses Goodhue’s regulations, but it is under the review of Florence
Township, so you have the authority to review and apply appropriate conditions. The Roper’s
have submitted an application that is a mixed message and maybe we need more clarification.
They are indicating that the off road vehicle use is for friends and family and is not a commercial
business, open to the public. But the application makes clear that they want to have 200 trucks
and 400 people on the site. How do we parse this?

Kevin Roper: We started out wanting a handicap toilet and bathhouse and they said if you’re
doing this, ask for everything you want. We are okay with having what we already have. We’re
not going to work hard to get that many people. What we’re going for is a bathhouse. So maybe
we just leave the trucks as they are.

Mark: I do have a problem. You can’t expand the trails and by increasing, doubling the number
of people and vehicles, it's hard to make sense of this. [By my calculations] the last group has to
wait 9 hours until they get on the trail. Who is monitoring this?

Kevin-Mark:  There are no less than 3 going at a time. How many in an hour’s time in a normal
situation mid morning - about 20-25. They go out in a staggered group.

Kate: They are using the roads appropriately in the area

PC testimony on Roper’s original representation:

Beth (PC): In the initial application, there were a few things represented to us, that this was a
family that wanted to recreate on their own property and to make sure they were doing that in a
way that would be consistent with our regulations and is no way a business. And that they would
not be coming back for expansion requests. This was an understanding that I thought we had.
And it was a bit more than most of us had envisioned, even at its current levels. I lean towards



saying that this is as intense a use as the property can handle, and on the tipping point of
having to be called a business. If you are required to report that income, then I think there is a
question as to how you represent this use as not a business. It is also what it is as an interim
use permit, so it should be watched carefully and its impacts thoughtfully adjusted as necessary.
I appreciate all they (Ropers) have done to be transparent.

Mark: I think the Roper family has been doing this for many years. So you approached the
township. Kevin: We have 65 people at a holiday meal. That’s kind of what it’s expanded into.
We applied so we are permitted right and have the right facilities. We’ll fix potholes in the road if
it's caused by our traffic. [Expresses concern for the neighbors concerns]

Consideration of option 4 with additional conditions:

Kate: I have drafted some conditions from what we have [discussed]. She shows it on the
screen. So I will direct you to the draft report, option 4. Return it to 100 and 200 persons, one
event every 3 years with the maximum with 400 and 200. [Conditions at end of hearing, will be
finalized in IUP amendment] To consider for additional conditions:

19 A parking grading site plan by an engineer

Dust abatement program? Maybe not necessary

21 An annual review - who and what standards - Beau Kennedy can charge for ongoing
requests. They have done site visits to identify the bluff and monitor.

22. That they follow county, state, and township guidelines for off road vehicles on right of way

of any road.

Annual Review discussion: Brief discussion of the question of who does the review, who pays,
costs etc. Options discussed:

● The township does have capacity to do site visits.
● Kate could do the tour, take pictures for us for desktop review [rough est. 600.00]
● PC could provide list of qualified reviewers for Ropers
● Township could contract for the review with pass through
● Ropers could contract directly for the review
● Ropers would submit reviews to Clerk (on record), to convey to PC/Board for
review?
● Submission of the review is to accompany annual events calendar submitted in
March
● PC would like the first review to be submitted with events for 2021 before May event.

Rainfall Events (Condition # 7  ) See: additional testimony in Chat from Louanne Ludwig.
Note: This Condition has not been determined to be in compliance. “Rainfall Event” is not
defined, may require further investigation. Discussion as follows:



Current practice Kevin:  Rainfall event - If it rains, we shut down. If we throw mud up we don’t go
up on the trails. Some of these trails are in rock, and this is what we use as a guideline.

Kate: This speaks to #7 of the conditions. It would benefit both township and applicant, to define
a significant rain event. Beth, do you have any suggestions. That is regulatory language.

Beth: Rainfall events are becoming more intense and the potential for flumes of moving water is
something to be watchful of. We might leave this open for the annual review. Might be able to
state something about damage.

Kevin. We have some connections with the DNR people, maybe we can get some background
and talk to the other clubs, to nail this down a little more.

Motion: Amy moves and Ed seconds to close the public hearing @7:45.

Motion to recommend to board: Mark - Recommend approval of bathhouse if all state and
county rules are followed.  Enforce the original IUP and if there are violations we can revoke the
permit. Require annual review, and additional conditions. Deny expansion of off road trail riding
event to 200 trucks and 400 participants. The following conditions are to be added to the
existing IUP future compliance which includes the annual review.

Amy seconds the motion. Roll call- all aye. Motion passes.

Kate - Summary of conditions for amendment: Enforce original IUP, any violation may result
in revoking of permit. Recommend for approval, bathhouse facility as long as they follow county
and state rules. Recommend denial of expansion at this time of off road trail riding. And add 3
more conditions to the IUP, Parking grading, stormwater plans abatement, and annual report by
experts with pass through fee for the annual review in March with their list of events.

Providing to Ropers:

● Updated IUP including additional conditions
● List of qualified professional firms (Mark)
● Instructions on submission and point of contact for annual review of conditions.


